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DINING CANOPIES
LOOK BOOK

The ultimate
guide to great outdoor
canopy design

Dining in the great
outdoors…
Dining outdoors is a pastime that’s loved by people of
all ages. From riverside picnics to beach barbecues, beer
garden lunches to al fresco dinners, outdoor dining is
guaranteed to put a smile on everybody’s face.
But for all of its popularity, it’s considered as being very much of a luxury
that’s at the mercy of the great British weather. The unpredictability of the UK
weather means it’s difficult to know when it’s going to be good enough, and stay
good enough, to sit outside and enjoy. One second it’s sunny, next minute it’s
raining, and then it’s sunny again, it’s impossible to keep up!
Nevertheless, demand for dining al fresco remains high on customers’ lists of
priorities and so bar, restaurant, hotel and B&B owners are getting increasingly
creative with their outdoor space to cater for customer demand.
Over the next few pages, we share some examples of how some of our
hospitality customers are beating the British weather and serving up the
ultimate outdoor experience.
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ALEC’S RESTAURANT BAR & GRILL

REQUIREMENT:
Create more seating space that can be used all year round

SOLUTION:
The Cantabria canopy
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To read the full case study, head to:
www.canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/alecs-restaurant-bar-grill/
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THE GARRACK HOTEL & RESTAURANT, ST IVES

REQUIREMENT:
Encourage more guests to use their underused
outdoor terrace

SOLUTION:
The Cantabria canopy
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To read the full case study,
head to:
www.canopiesuk.co.uk/
casestudies/the-garrackhotel-restaurant/
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THE YELLOW BROOM RESTAURANT, CHESHIRE

REQUIREMENT:
Create additional seating and get more use from their
front terrace

SOLUTION:
The Cantabria canopy
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To read the full case study, head to:
www.canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/yellow-broom-restaurant/
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About the
Cantabria canopy
You’ll have no doubt have spotted that we installed our
Cantabria canopy system at the three projects that have
been featured on pages 2 to 6.
The Cantabria isn’t the only outdoor canopy system that we offer. However, it is hugely
popular among our hospitality customers for all sorts of reasons, including the fact the:
•	Roof can be easily retracted at the touch of a button
•	System can create up to 184 additional weekly covers*, generating up to
£7,000 a week**
•	Durable aluminium frame, integrated guttering, waterproof roof and glass
screens effortlessly combine to make a UV-protected environment

For more information about
how the Cantabria can increase
your covers and ultimately
boost your sales, contact us
today on:
Email info@canopiesuk.co.uk
Visit www.canopiesuk.co.uk
Call 01254 777 002

•	Glass screens easily transform an open space into a stylish, fully enclosed unit
•	Extensive range of glass sides that are available include fixed, folding and sliding,
balustrade and internal
•	System offers 100 per cent protection in wind speeds of up to 60km/h when fully
closed. In the finer months, the glass sides can be retracted, and come the cooler,
wetter or more changeable weather, can be partially or fully closed
•	Finished product looks incredibly stylish and is capable of instantly creating a focal
point and giving venues that added wow factor
•	Canopy is available in any length and projections of up to 10 metres for single units
and 20 metres for twin units

* Based on Friday and Saturday, 2 sittings per day.
* Based on £40 per cover = £7,360.
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About
Canopies UK
Canopies UK is the country’s leading designer, manufacturer and installer
of high quality canopies.
Established for more than 25 years, the company employs over 50 staff at
its Lancashire headquarters, which incorporates offices, production space
and warehousing.
Serving a multitude of sectors, including hospitality, education, healthcare
and construction, Canopies UK delivers excellence through site-specific
specification and unrivalled product quality.

Chanters Way, Darwen, Lancashire, BB3 0GY
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